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Issue 295 . 
UNIVERSITY OF·MISSOURI - ST. LOUIS 
Curators approve 
request for fonds 
MISSOURI BUDGET 
Tom OUva 
The University of Missouri Bo~rd of 
Curators recently approved a request for 
5140 million in general operating funds for 
fiscal year 1978-79. 
Of this amount, 5675,000 will benefit 
UMSL exclusively by developing and 
strenghtening academic programs. 
UMSL faculty and facilities will also 
benefit from appropriations designed to 
improve the entire UM system. 
The budget, which was completed this 
summer by University President James C. 
Olson and . the four campus chanc~lIors , 
represents an increase of approximately 
520.6 million over the current university 
operating budget for 1977-78. 
This increase would be financed in part 
by 514.9 million in state appropriations. 
An additional 55.7 million will come from 
non-state funds, including an anticipated 
54.5 million from the proposed student 
incidental fee increase for next fall. 
(Students will pay approximately $3g more 
per semester.) 
"He (Olson) hopes, and I share his 
hope, that if we lay everything out in the 
open, give a complete picture, they (the 
legislators) will not cut too much," 
Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman 
commented. 
The $140 million in state funds for 
general operations would be supplemented 
by ,$70 million in non-state income expect-
ed from such sources as student fees, 
federal appropriations, investments, sales 
and services. 
This would provide a total general 
operating budget of $210 million next year. 
According to figures obtained from 
George Golson, information specialist for 
the UM Public Information Office, the state 
has traditionally, appropriated about sixty 
per cent of the university's total operating 
budget. 
The board will seek an additional 512 
million to operate the univ,ersity hospital in 
Columbia. 
The genera] budget and the hospital 
budget will be submitted separately this 
year, a departure from the budget format 
of previous years. 
Higher Education 
(18 .5%) 
(UM 10.5 %) 
17 % restrlct~d . 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSQURI BUDGET 
61 % state appropriation . 
17 % student fees 
• 
Olson explained that by keeping the two 
budgets separate, people will more easily 
understand the difference , between the 
university's educational needs and its 
health-care responsibilities to the genera] 
public. 
The budget will go to the Coordinating 
[See "Curators," page 21 
PERCENTAGES AND TOTALS: The graph shows the percentage of the total Missouri 
state budget which Is given to the University of Missouri. It also shows the percentage 
of the total UM budget which Is funded through state appropriations [graph coarlesy 
of Tom OUval. 
Rain, drainage, techniques 
create erosion problems 
Bev Pfeifer Harms 
Several days of continuous rain, poor drainage, 
and lack of adequate soil-retention techniques 
have caused serious erosion around campus. 
According to Paul Koh]berg, assistant super-
intendent of Physical Plant, the three areas where 
erosion has been a major problem are the area 
behind the General Services Building, the ' J .C. 
Penney Building and the area in front of the 
library. 
"We can't get the right conditions to get 
something growing," said Kohlberg. "We make 
plans to work on an area and the rain will hit as 
either the day or night before. " 
The open area behind General Services is used . 
as a place to remove dirt for use elsewhere or to 
"st9re" dirt taken from other areas. Rain , 
however has washed much of the topsoil away 
and packed the dirt down solid. 
Kohlberg said, "We have a real problem in 
trying to save dirt. The problem is that once you 
denude a hill, like they did 'at General Services 
when the building was built, it's hard to get 
anything to grow and hold the ~oil." 
Gullies formed by the erosion were about eight 
inches deep'. The area has been re-graded twice 
this semester to smooth out the rough spots. 
Last year, a parking lot was built south of the 
J .C. Penney Building. 
According to Steve Harris, a Physical Plant 
worker, 40 loads of soil were! bought to build up 
the side of the hill next to the lot. Each load cost 
about $35. 
Due to wind and rain during the summer, seven 
loads of topsoil needed to be replaced. . 
Since then, according to Kohlberg, " AnotHer 
load or two of soil has also been added. " The soil 
costs about $SO per load. 
Each load is equivalent to about 7 112 tons. 
" Again, our problem was that we were ready to 
go with J .C. Penney and the weather beat us, " 
said Kohlberg . 
Ray MitcheJI, grouD<\s foreman at Physical 
Plant said, " We've done quite a bit of adding 
topsoil and sodding." 
" We originally seeded the area, but it didn't 
take, " said Mitchell. "We are now just getting 
around to sodding the area. " 
There was reaJIy nothing to hold the topsoil on 
the hill," he said. 
According to MitcheJI, if the sodding had been 
done originally, some topsoil would have been 
saved. The problem seems to be with the lack of 
time and money. 
Soil from the area in front of the library runs 
off onto the surrounding sidewalks after a rain, 
creating problems for students ~aJking to -cIass. 
[See "RaIn," page 2] , 
LOSING TOPSOIL: Gullies where the old AcImln1stration BuDding 
stood crisscross the open area. Several conditions have combined to 
make erosion a problem around UMSL [photo by Debra Knox 
Delermann1. 
Credit for tuition 'possible 
Legislation designed to give a 
tax credit to most Americans 
who pay educational tuition has 
been introduced by Missouri 
Senator Jack Danforth. 
cent drop in private elementary 
nd secondary schools because 
of escalating costs 'as an import-
- ant reason for the credit. 
creases over the years have out-
distanced the average Ameri-
can's ability to pay/' Danforth 
said. 
Arnold B. Grobman, chancel-
lor of UMSL, has accepted an 
invitation from the government 
of Panama to be an observer at 
the October 23 plebiscite on the 
Panama Canal Treaty. 
Grobman is one of only 21 
presidents and chancellors of 
American Universities and the 
only Missouri representative in-
vited to observe the voting. 
While in Panama, he will be 
the official guest of the ,govern-
ment and the University of 
Panama. 
Other universities to receive 
invitations included Yale, Har-
vard, Stanford, the University of 
California-Berkeley and the 
Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. 
Notre Dame was the only 
other university in the Midwest 
to receive an invitation. 
, ~ 
The Tuition Tax Credit Act 
would allow persons to subtract 
onechalf of the tuition they pay, 
up to $500 per student, from 
their income taxes. 
The bill, sponsored by 12 
members of the 18-member 
~enate Finance Committee, has 
little opposition in the Senate. 
The cost of the program 
stands at 54.7 million. This may 
stall the program in Congress, 
since similar programs have 
been defeated in the past. 
, The credit would be included 
in all levels of education. Dan-
forth cited an expected 50 per 
The cost of attending a public 
coIlege or university now aver-
ages $2,790 per year which 
represents a 55 per cent cost 
hike since 1972. 
In terms of UMSL students, 
everyone who is registered as a 
full or part-time student would 
be eligible for the credit. 
Danforth points out a benefit 
' of the program. The present 
nationwide trend of decreasing 
enrollment would slow down or 
reverse, he said, because the 
credit would relieve part of the 
burden on rising tuition. 
"Today we face a real crisis in 
education because tuition in-
According to opponents, the 
credit would benefit mainly 
middle-income students. 
The credit will return part of 
tuition fees, but the student 
must first be able to pay them. 
"Tax credits will assist in-
dividuals, as well as educational 
institutions," said Danforth. 
"The greatest advantage of tax 
credits is that they will maximize 
the decision-making power of 
individual educational con-
sumers." 
H enacted, the tax credits 'will 
be available to students for 
tuition paid for the January 1, 
1980 school terms and there-
lifter. 
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Tikes win championship in final ·seconds 
Grant Crawley 
Last Thursday saw the intra-
mural touch footbal1 champion-
ship decided in what was possib-
ly the toughest league in many 
years. 
Five or six teams were easily 
good enough to make the grade, 
but a tough playoff schedule had 
boiled it down to the two very 
best, Tau Kappa Epsilon and the 
Tikes. . 
TKE, aften an opening game 
loss, went 4-1 to become Frater-
nity Division champions for the 
second year in a row. 
Behind the quarterbacking 
skills of Jim Greco, TKE scored 
wel1 over 125 points in playoff 
and regular season games. 
A whole gang of capable 
receivers, including Joel Bennett 
and Dan Henry, rounded out the 
passing attack. 
TKE boasted a big physical 
line and a frugal defense. Led 
by Captain Lance Cleveland, 
their defense al10wed only 3.4 
points a game coming into 
Thursday's game. 
The Tikes were a fast, big-
play team that made up for their 
lack of physical size by speed 
and "smarts." Behind the 
quarterbacking of Jeff Brosstik, 
the Tikes showed the ability to 
rol1 up scores in the double 
fi~ures. 
GRAB BAG: A TKE player fights for the ball In a recent Intramural game. TKE made It to the finals 
but lost the champlonshlp, 18-12 to the mea [photo by Sam Smith]. 
Their defense was character-
ized by a mediocre rush and an 
excel1ent defensive secondary. 
To begin the game, the Tikes 
scored early, capitalizing on an 
interception deep in TKE terri-
tory and marched 25 yards for 
the score. 
The two teams remained stale-
mated until late in the half when 
Bennett got six for TKE after a ' 
penalty-plaqued scoring drive. 
The half ended with neither 
team holding any advantage. 
The second half began with 
what looked I~e a replay of the 
first half, with mistakes and 
penalties keeping both teams in 
check. About halfway through, 
despite an excel1ent Teke rush, a 
Brosstik pass put the Tikes 
ahead 12-6. 
Going into the final minutes, 
it looked like it was do or die for 
TKE. A late-scoring drive 
plagued with penalties climaxed 
with a long bomb to Mike 
Heath, who was wide open, to 
tie the game at 12-12. The 
game looked like it was headed 
into overtime. 
A last minute Tike scoring 
attempt failed and they elected 
to punt. The punt was placed 
deep in TKE territory and the 
referee closest to the play ruled 
it in the end zone. 
However, the other two refe-
rees overruled and put the bal1 
on about the two yard line. The 
Tekes then elected to kick the 
ball back to their opponents. 
However, a blocked punt 
caused by a mental mistake set 
up for a touchdown pass to Gary 
Hess as time ran out. The Tikes 
walked away with an 18-12 
victory and the intramural 
championship. 
TKE showed a lot of talent 
and potential, but never put it 
all together as in past games. 
They allowed mental mistakes to 
stop at least three scoring 
drives. 
The Tikes were able to make 
up for their lack of physical size 
by capitalizing on mistakes in 
the TKE secondary and timely 
quarterbacking calls. 
For TKE, it was one of those 
games that "shoulda been." 
For the Tikes it meant an 
intramural championship. 
Riverwomen ,head 
for state pla'yoffs 
Kathy Vetter 
The women's field hockey 
team overpowered the University 
of Missouri-Columbia on October 
18 at home by tile score of 3-0. 
Both teams looked pretty 
evenly matched in the first half, 
which ended in a 0-0 tie. 
However, UMSL came alive in 
the second half. With 15 
minutes elapsed in the second 
half" senior left striker "Bear" 
Allmeyer snuck the bal1 in for 
UMSL's first goal. Five minutes 
later, UMSL's senior co-captain 
Pat Shelley added to her team's 
' score with a shot that got past 
the Tiger goalie. Just a scant 45 
seconds later, freshmen left 
winger Phyllis Ihms made the 
final score 3-0. 
By winning this game against 
UMC, the Riverwomen upped 
their record to 5-4. By attaining 
a win-loss record over .500, the 
women assured themselves a 
spot in the state tournament 
which will be held October 28 
and 29 in Liberty, Mo. 
One of the field hockey team's 
biggest games of the year took 
place on October 20 on UMSL's 
field. The Billikens of St. Louis 
University and the Riverwom.:n 
struggled to a 0-0 tie. 
SLU had defeated UMSL on 
. their home territory earlier in 
We'want to Wipe 
. 
OUt cancer 10 
your Hfetime:' 
,.' .Amerbn I 
t··-~ ,-Sodety* 
the season, so the Riverwomen 
were very anxious to meet them 
again, this time at UMSL. 
There is some bad blood 
between these two teams and 
the game last Thursday turned 
out to be very physical. One 
Billiken player was sent to the 
penalty box for using unsports-
manlike conduct in her play. 
Several other players were warn-
ed to either play field hockey or 
leave the game. 
When asked about her views 
of the game, UMSL coach Judy 
Berres commented, "I was very 
impressed with our team. SLU 
is a very physical team, but I 
didn't see any intentional push-
ing or shoving. There is an 
intense rivalry which exists b~t­
ween the two schools not only in 
field hockey but volleyball and 
basketball as well. However, I 
feel that it is up to the coaches 
to control it. Teams must learn 
to maintain their composure. " 
HEADED THAT WAY: Senior Dennis Dougherty heads the baIl towards the goal. Dougherty scored 
both goals In the Rlvermen's 2·1 victory over Washington U. [photo by Stun Smith]. 
Rive,men beat 8ea,'$,2-1 
As for coach Berres' expecta-
tions for her team in the State 
toornament this week-end, she 
is very positive. "I would say 
that our goal will be to beat 
SLU. I am sure that they will be 
ranked #1, since they have 
beaten almost everyone in Miss-
ouri. We played SLU to a 0-0 
tie, and I feel that we can beat 
them in the state tournament." 
Jim Schnurbusch 
The soccer Rivermen, losing 
1-0 after the first half, came 
from behind and scored a pair of 
goals as they defeated the 
Washington University Bears 
Oct. 18, 2-1. 
The goal scored by the Bears 
was only the second one given 
up in eight games by goalie 
Gary LeGrand and his defensive 
mates . The victory also stretched 
UMSL's unbeaten streak to eight 
games and set their seasonal 
record to 8-3-1. 
"We played pretty well," ex-
plained soccer head Don Dallas. 
"Washington University is a 
very defensive team that waited 
Ski Vail Colorado! 
Jan 7 - 14 
Vail is the largest ski mountain in North America. Vail's 
nightlife is beyond comparison. You'll love Vail. 5 nights/ 
6 days lodging in condominiums, located near slopes (willi 
fully equipped kitchens), 3 days lifts, 3 days ski rental, and 
round trip transportation: $195 ($147 without transportation.) 
Dor't delay-call Dan Wilson. 842-1441. 
for their scoring opportunities 
and played for a break," Dallas 
added. 
Washington University's strat-
egy worked against the River-
men as they were awarded a 
free kick and scored the first 
goal of the game. The goal was 
scored by Ahmed Boudanne at 
34:52 of the first half. 
The Rivermen were unable to 
score in the opening half al-
though they had some excellent 
scoring opportunities. "Their 
goalie (Joe Fiala) made some 
good stops early that kept them 
in the game," said Dallas. 
Freshman mid-fielder Gary 
Ullo had the best chance, taking 
a shot from way out. The Bears ' 
goalie Fiala picked it up at the 
last minute and made a leaping 
save to his left to tip the ball 
over the net. 
The Rivermen went into the 
half trailing for the first time in 
eight games. Dallas explained, 
[See "Rlvermen," page 12] 
Hallo" 
f') 
t', 
~~~~ Disco 
with DJ'Streiker' 
8pm·'12:30am 
UMSL UC Snack Bar 
Friday, October 28, 1977 
$2.00 w/Other College ID 
[college ID required SPONSORED BY UMSL 
UNIVERSITY CENTER 
Volleyball takes thi,d place 
Vita EpJfanJo 
After winning very impres-
sively in the Bulldog Tourna-
ment two weekends ago, the 
Riverwomen faced stiffer compe-
tition in last weekend's Arch 
Invitational and managed only 
third in the overall competition. 
Last Friday night, their first 
day of competition, UMSL faced 
the pniversity of Arkansas at 
Little Rock and beat them deci-
sively in straight games 15-5 and 
15-9. 
However. the next day they 
faced a strong and powerful 
Mizzou team. In a close match, 
Mizzou squeezed past UMSL by 
the scores of 12-15, 15-11, and 
9-15. As indicated by the score, 
the Riverwomen played tough. 
Later that day, UMSL bounced 
back to soundly defeat Chicago 
State in straight games 15-1 and 
15-6. This victory boosted their 
tournament record to 2-1 and 
gave them second in their pool. 
In their semi-final match 
against a tough and powerful 
Eastern Illinois team, UMSL lost 
to them in straight games 15-12 
and 15-11. They didn't play 
badly, but Eastern Illinois' size 
and power gave them the advan-
tage over UMSL. 
Coach Jim Doty explained, 
"Since our team is not over-
whelming in size, we must rely 
on our finesse to beat the bigger 
teams. Naturally, the bigger-
sized teams have an advantage 
and usually beat the smaller 
teams. 
"Therefore, we can't try to 
overpower them; we must play 
good offense and defense. This 
weekend our defense did not 
perform as well as last weekend, 
and so we lost," he said. 
Rebbe tops time; 
harriers still last 
Paul Adams 
This past Saturday the UMSL 
cross country team lowered their 
record to 2-5 by losing a tri-meet 
at Queeny Park. 
Principia won 18-45, Rolla won 
20-43 and Milliken defeated 
UMSL 21-34. 
" We were flat", Coach Frank 
Neal said. "We worked hard 
this past week and I must have 
pushed the runners too hard. . 
They were tired." 
Neil Rebbe must not have 
been too tired, as he took third 
place in a time of 28:37, which 
improved his previous time by 
12 seconds. 
The course record, which was 
held by Rebbe at 28:49 is now in 
the possession of Pete Edwards 
of Principia. He ran the five 
mile course in a time fo 27:26. 
The next UMSL finisher was 
Bob Windisch. He took 21st 
place in 31:35. Jerry Young 
took 24th and was followed by 
four other UMSL runners. 
Don Schwalje finished 25th in 
33:40, Joe Halley came 26th in 
34:28, Cliff Siebert finished 27th 
in 35:15 and Phil Vivirito finish-
ed 28th. There were 31 runners 
in the meet. 
Mike Rocchio missed the meet 
because of the 24-hour flu but is 
expected to be ready for the 
meet in Chicago this Saturday. 
The University of Chicago 
Invitational is being held this 
Saturday in Chicago, and will 
have 16 teams. 
"We are looking for good 
competition," Neil said. "North 
Central College will be there, 
and they were the Division 3 
national champs last year. I 
trained our guys hard last week 
, to get them prepared for this 
Saturday. " 
He continued, "Neil Rebbe 
has a good chance of setting the 
4 mile record for UMSL." The 
previous four mile record was 
19:28 in 1972. 
Laclede 
School 
of Law 
Day and Evening Divisions 
Places available in the entering class 
Write to obtain an application 
and information, or call 
314-535-7110 Monday - Friday 
TO OPEN NOVEMBER 1 
4144 Lindell Boulevard 
St. Louis, Missouri 63108 
Laclede School of Law has not yet been accredited by the 
. American Bar Association . If provisional accreditation is not 
received before a student graduates, the graduate may not be 
eligible for admission to the Bar in most jurisdictions (i nclud-
ing Missouri ). 
Later after this let-down, 
UMSL played SLU in the consel-
lation match and beat them 15-4, 
10-15, and 15-12. This victory 
gave them third in the tourna-
ment and boosted their season 
record to 15-7. 
Doty reflected on the team's 
performance and their excellent 
record. "They didn't playas 
well as last weekend, but again 
we were playing bigger and 
stronger teams in this tourna-
ment," he remarked. 
As to the fine record, Doty 
said, "I feel they are starting to 
develop. They are not as. strong 
as some teams, bu they are 
learning the different tricks of 
the trade. They are finessing 
their opponent." 
Also in this tournament, the 
UMSL team experienced some 
bad refereeing. Doty explained 
the referee's effect on the 
games. "The head referee was 
undecisive in her calls. She did 
not take charge in the games, 
and actually became intimidated 
by . me because I let her know 
when she made a. bad call," he 
said. 
He also explained that accord-
ing to international rules, the 
coaches have no right to ques-
tion an official's call. He feels 
she should have put him in his 
place and have better control 
over the games. 
. Doty concluded by saying, 
"Her calls definitely had an 
effect on the outcome of the 
games. This has been the only 
time this year that I've been this 
upset about the officiating." 
HANDS UP: Two Riverwomen go high In the air to block an 
airborne shot. The voUeybail team holds a season record of 15·7 
[photo by Sam Smith]. 
T,ack is needed fo, UMSL 
Paul Adams 
"A lot of people who go to 
UMSL ran track in high school 
but don ' t have a track to run on 
here, so they quit running," 
said Jerry Young, head of the 
UMSL track club. 
Young believes that the cross 
country team at UMSL could be 
twice as good as it is now if 
UMSL had a track. Jerry said, 
"We would attract a lot more 
local runners if we had a track." 
524.2700 
New & Used Automobiles 
The problem that seems to be 
blocking the construction of a 
track is the lack of funds. 
Chuck Smith, athletic director, 
says that the lack of expansion 
in UMSL atheletics is due to "A 
matter of the budget leveling 
off in the past few years," this 
i~ a result of " inflation and the 
decline of student enrollment." 
A large portion of athletics is 
funded through student fees and 
without an increase from stu-
dents there will be no funds with 
320 S. Florissant ·Rd. 
Ferguson, MO 63135 
One mile north of UMSL 
? Q 
HAVING A PART'!. /" 
MAKE tJ!i'ESfA If A I'fBI I \ \ 
~/ WITH 
JUAREZ 
TEDUILA 
When you 're giving a party ... 
Why not be the smarty ... 
& plan a FIESTA WITH PUNCH! 
Then your friends won't be tardy .. 
And they'll drink hale and hearty. 
'Cause JUAREZ is the 
"BESTA THE BUNCH"! 
• 
which to expand. 
Smith said "We are having 
enough trouble keeping our 
present athletics program going 
let alone worrying about ex-
panding." 
According to recent cost esti-
mates a tartan track would cost 
about $100,000 and in the next 
few years the cost will rise to 
$200,000. 
To field a team would cost an 
additional $50,000 to $70,000. 
After this initial investment 
there would be very little money 
needed to maintain the track and 
team. 
There are a few ways in which 
the revenue could be raise, the 
most practical being an inrease 
in student fees . 
Chancellor Grobman has given 
the athletic committee the task 
of investigating the various pos-
sibilities of the spending of 
money which is allocated to the 
athletics department. 
The committee has divided up 
into various subcommittees that 
will report on the advantages of 
spending the money on various 
programs. 
The reports are due to Chanc-
ellor Grobman on Jan. 1, 1978 
and it will be his responsibility 
to make recomendations to the 
Board of Curators in Columbia. 
The Board of Curators decides 
whether the recomendations that 
Grobman makes will be put in 
the budget. 
A cinder track would cost the 
university less ($40,000) and 
could prove as an initiative for a 
. track program at UMSL. The 
only program that is present 
now is a track club. No money is 
allocated to the club at the 
present time. The runners have 
very little chance to compete 
with other colleges. The only 
way they can compete is through 
spending their own money. 
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Rivernnen----fie-Id-."------------------------Dallas explains however that 
[from page 10] Last year UMSL beat Western they still have three tough 
"We were moving the ball as twice, 2-0 and 2-1 in the play- scqools to play. "They still got 
well as we have in the winning offs. So far this season Western St. Louis U, and Quincy, " said 
streak but we just weren't holds the best record in the Dallas. And who's the third 
putting it into the net." Was Midwest for a Division 11 school, team coach? "They're playing 
Dallas worried losing 1-0 at the losing only one ga~e and tying them this Saturday." 
half? "I'm always worried oneli· ______________________ ~I .. 
whenever we're behind." 
The Rivemermen ended Dal-
las' woes as senior Dennis 
Dougherty scored the tying goal 
at 57:39 of the second half. The 
play developed as senior forward 
Jim Roth took the initial shot but 
the ball rolled off the Bears ' 
goalie's fingers and fell to 
Dougherty who kicked the ball 
into the mesh. 
UMSL kept pressure on 
the Bears' defense and scored 
the winnfng goal only 13 min-
utes later. Again it was Dough-
erty scoring, this time heading 
the ball perfectly into the net 
from a corner kick by freshman 
Tim Tettambel. 
WOODY AlLEN FESTIVAL 
ANNIE HALL 
SLEEPER 
BANANAS 
VARSITY 
THEATRE 
6610 Delmar 
U.City 725-0010 
has moved! Shampoo, 
haircut '& dry, s~ill 
LOOK AND LISTEN: Swimming coach, Monte Strub shows a few of 
hIs swimmers the video tape of their performances. The swimmers 
are preparing for their season opener at Dllnols College 00 . • 
November 16 [photo by Debra KnOl[ Dlermann]. 
Now that UMSL's homestand 
is completed ~ r the season, the 
team will travel to Macomb, 
Illinois to play division rivals, 
Western Illinois. Dallas says of 
his team's play on the road, 
"Away we really play better. I 
don't know why but it's probably 
because our type of play is not 
suited to our bumpy home 
$6.00 
7711 Clayton Rd. 727-8143 
Basketball· 
needs girls 
The Women's Basketball team 
is looking for people to try out 
for the upcoming 1977-78 sea-
son. Try-outs have already 
started but it is still not too late 
to try out for the squad. 
For more information about 
the team, contact the women's 
Basketball coach, Carol Gomes 
in her office at room 242 in the 
Multi-purpose building or call 
her at 453-5641. 
LeGrande 
nearing record 
Gary leGrande, the soccer 
Rivermen's goalie needs only 
one more shut-out to tie All-
American Frank Tusinki's UMSL 
reocrd of seven shut-outs in one 
season. 
LeGrande has two more shots 
at the record when the Rivermen 
play Western lIlinois Saturday, 
and close their season with 
Quincy College. 
'Y ou know. we've go, such a 
~,,(>d pl.lte her~ worh grt'3[ P'Zza and 
[errohe people. I've go, a feeling 
we're gOIng ro do very well, 
I ,honk we need a slogan." 
" H oll "/J()1I1 ' Lca,~ Ib..-ooJ.mX 10 III!'" 
" I h.ve a feelong I heard i, before." 
" If' /"'I "holll TI)t prrJlld PIZza u'llh 
1iJt. xoldm (TIm."" 
"That feels a little uppity. We wanna 
say some[hing nice and simple like 
'We've 
But how can we say it ?" 
,.??? ????l.)?? ?.'P ??" 
"Well. keep working on It." 
8181 Florissant Road 
522-8181 
YOU DESE WE SOME CREDIT 
•• YOU'VE EARNED 11 
Once you've earned a college 
degree, Ford Motor Credit 
Company thinks you've earned 
the opportuhity to have credit 
too. That's why we developed 
a finance plan that gives 
special consideration to college 
graduates and seniors within 
four months of graduating.· 
It you presently have a job 
or can supply proof of future 
employment, you may be eligible 
for financing on any new Ford 
or Lincoln-Mercury product. And 
this financing can be tailored to fit your 
own personal budget-from delaying your , 
first payment for up to three months, to a plan where 
your monthly payments start out small and gradually 
increase each year-even 48 month financing, if needed.·· 
If you don't have a job lined up just yet, keep Ford Credit in mind, because you 
can still take advantage of this special plan for up to one year after you graduate. 
Ford Credit wants to give you the credit you deserve. Ask for us at any Ford or 
Lincoln-Mercury dealer. 
·Where permitted by law. 
•• For example, contracl dated December 15, 1977; Cash Price $5,300.00; Total Down Payment 
$800.00; Amount Financed $4,500,00; FINANCE CHARGE $1,806.09; ANNUAL PERCENTAGE 
RArE 14.35%; Deferred Payment Price $7,406.09. 
Payment schedule: first payment due March 15, 1978; 45 payments consisting of: first 9 monthly 
payments of $117.40; next 9 monthly payments of $130.85; next 9 monthly payments of $145,84; 
next 9 monthly payments of $162.55; and 9 monthly payments of $177.37. 
Ford Motor 
Credit M 
Company . 
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Curators:------------------
[from page 1] 
Board for Higher Education 
(CBHE) which will give a rec-
ommendation to the state legis-
lature. 
The legislature will then hold 
extensive hearings based upon 
the CBHE's recommendation. 
Grobman noted that in the 
past two years, the Governor 
and the .CBHE have recom-
mended appropriatons that were 
very close. 
"It's good that the University ! 
gets one lump sum from the 
legislators, instead of line-by-
line allocations, " Grobman said. 
"The president is in a much 
better position to know how 
much money needs to be spent 
in which areas. " 
The top priority in next year' s 
budget is a 10 per cent increase 
in the UM salary-and-wage base 
at a cost of about SIS million. 
Olson noted the problem is so 
serious that all new state money 
received 15y the university for 
the current fiscal year was used 
for salaries and wages , and an 
additional $2.2 million in the 
university funds was re-allocated 
to improve salaries and wages. 
The ranking UMSL priority, 
support and development of 
academic programs, is four-
teenth on a list of 21 priorities 
set forth by the Curators . 
Other priorities include $3.1 
million to meet rising costs of 
expense and equipment. 
Another $7.1 million for program 
improvements is a priority with 
$4.8 million of those improve-
ments to be financed by internal 
reductions by all campuses and 
cenhal administration units. 
Program improvements in-
clude $310,000 for staff benefits, 
$1.2 million to improve libraries, 
$1.6 million for special research 
equipment, $1.9 million to up-
grade health-ralated programs in 
. Columbia and Kansas City, 
$280,00 for costs in increaseo 
enrollment and improvements in 
the law school program at 
Kansas City and $300,000 for 
energy and mineral engineering 
development at Rolla. 
Also included are $509,000 for 
improving agricultural programs 
in Columbia, $675,000 for aca-
demic support at UMSL and 
5283,000 for operating new 
buildings to be opened in Co-
lumbia and Kansas City. 
Ilain'--------~---------------
[from page l] 
Harris said following a rain, most grounds-
keepers must shovel the mud from the sidewalks 
because of a lack of drainage. 
• 'There is just no place for the water and mud to ' 
go. The concreate doesn't absorb it, so Physical 
Plant must clean it up," he said. 
Following a rain, students use the area as a 
shortcut across the campus, and pack the dirt 
down harder and harder each time, making it 
more difficult to grow anything, according to 
Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman. 
Mitchell and Kohlberg both say that the reason 
no seed has been planted is because the area is 
not under cpntrol of the P1lysical Plant. "The 
university is supposed to have a contract out for 
the area which includes sodding of the area," said 
Mitchell . 
· ~I.tsie_a 
"We have nothing to do with the area," said 
Kohlberg. "We have no jurisdiction over that 
area. I suppose the landscapers which the uni-
versity is to hire will take care of all the repair 
needed in the area." 
" There ' s not too much you can do until they 
decide how to use it," said Mitchell in regard to 
the area in front of the library. 
Harris said one method of retaining some of the 
topsoil in that area would be to apply a jute net 
across the entire field. 
A jute net is made of fibers similar to the thread 
_ used in macrame. The netting is laid over the area 
and tacked in place. When it rains, the top soil is 
caught agains the criss-crossing fibers and held in 
place. Erosion is kept to a minimum. 
Harris believes this was not done because the 
university was unaware of the netting, or money 
was not available to make such a purchase. 
presents 
THE DELLER CONSORT 
October 30, 1 977 at 8: 00 p. m . 
The Deller Consort was 
formed In 1950 to give 
authentic performances of 
English and other vocal 
consort music of the 
Renaissance and Baroque. 
The Berlin NEUE ZEIT 
confirmed that "here, In 
the blend of Individual 
voices, the Intonation and 
subtlety ~f nuance, Is the 
perfection of 
vocal technique." 
Edison Theatre at Washington University, Forsyth between 
Skinker and Big Bend 
General admission : $4.80, Washington U faculty/staff & 
other students: $3 .75, Washington U students $2.00. 
For more Information call 863·3160 or 889-6564 
Telephone reservation accepted with Mastercharge. 
Send mall orders to: MUSIC AT EDISON, Washington 
Universify, Box 1119, St. Louis, Mo. 631300rpurchase 
tickets at the box office, Monday thru Friday , 9 to 4, or one 
hour prior to performance. 
""'-News in· Brief -~ 
Grant checks available 
in financial aid office 
Missouri Grant checks have been delivered to the Financial Aid 
Office. 
Students who have been awarded these grants for the current 
school year must now come to the Financial Aid Office, room 209 
Woods Hall to pick up their checks. Students will be expected to 
present valid ill's as proof of identity. 
The hours to receive the checks are 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., 
Monday through Friday. 
)Center displays women's 
perspectives exhibit 
"Perspectives: St. Louis Women in the Visual Arts '" is the title 
of an exhibit which will hang int he Women's Center from Nov.2 
through Dec. 30. 
The showing, which will open with a reception from 5 to 7:30 
p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 2, is a combination of watercolors, pen and 
ink drawings, acrylics and mixed media. 
Local artists represented in the exhibit are Mary Ewen, Chiara 
Moerschel, Sam lam, Ginney Herzog, Peggy Olsen, Marge 
Heltzley, Kathie Cinnater and Kathleen Tijerina. 
"Perspectives" may be viewed from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, in room 107A Benton Hall on the UMSL campus. 
Metro center to host 
'The City' photo show 
"The City," a showing of photographs by Doug Gaubatz, is 
currently on exhibit at the Center for Metropolitan Studies, room 
362 SSB . 
Gaubatz's photographs are depictions of specific St. Louis sites. 
Gaubatz received his BFA in photography from the Art Institute 
of Chicago. . He now freelances in St. Lous and teaches 
photography at St. Louis Commu~ty College at Florissant Valley. 
Some of the 11 works currently showing will be included in 
Mid-America Photography project which will circulate in five 
Midwestern states. 
The Gaubatz showing which will continue through November, is 
open to the public from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. 
Workshops deal with 
pers.onal women's iss·ues 
The UMSL Women's Center and the Counseling Center are 
co-sponsoring a program of workshops on personal issues for 
students and staff. 
Titles of upcoming workshops include "Jealousy," to be held 
Wednesday, November 2 and 9, from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m., "Love and 
Addiction," scheduled for November 2 and 9 from 5:30 to 7:30 
p.m., and "Women and Anger," November 2 and 9 from 7:00 to 
9:00 p.m. 
All three of the above workshops will be held in the Counseling 
Center, 440 SSB. 
~ ~ 
Januaryl- 8 
THE TRIP INCLUDES: 
- Round trip JET transportation between St. Louis and 
Denver. 
-7 nlgbts' accomodatlons at Holiday Inn·Dillon, Colorado. 
-Comfortable bus transportatlon between Denver AIrport and 
botel. 
-Dally sbuttle servlce ••• and mucb morel 
PRE·CHRlSTMAS DEPARTURE: 
DEC. 23 • 28 - 5279.00 
For Informatlon and Reservatlons, contact: 
Carol Tours 
800 S. Florissant 
[5 minutes north of UMSL] 
(314) 522·1144 
OTC Charter Tours 
--------------------- Adventure 
":JTours 
., ~ U.S.A. Int· 
Board, Council 
hold receptions 
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Bev Pfeifer Harms 
Program Board, in conjunction 
with Central Council, is spon-
soring receptions for performing 
artists coming to UMSL. 
The first was held for William 
Windom, following his one-man 
show, "Thurber II." The re-
ception was held in Casey House 
and attended by about SO 
people. 
"We hope the receptions will 
make people more familiar with 
the performances on campus," 
said student body president 
Charles Mays. 
"The reason we didn't use the 
Chancellor's house was because 
we weren't sure what time the 
performers would be over," said 
Mays. "We didn't want to 
impose on him." 
The Windom reception was 
organized on short notice, be-
cause Kreis needed to be sure 
Windom would be able to at-
tend. 
Mays said, " We sent out in-
vitations to all Council members, 
Program Board employees, Cur-
rent members and other student 
organizations.' , 
" We (Stephanie Kreis, direc-
tor of programming, and Mays) 
intend · the receptions to be a 
way to generate student interest 
in the programs that come to 
UMSL.." 
"We feel that those people 
would be able to encourage 
others to attend shows at 
UMSL," he said. 
According to Kreis, receptions 
are fairly standard at many other 
places. " Many feel it's the 
polite and civilized thing to do, " 
she said. 
TWO FOR THE SHOW: William Wlndoqt, who Just flnlshed "Thurber H," wu t}o~ flrst to have a 
Program Board reception this year. ' Stephanie Kreis, dlrector of programmlng, Is sponsoring 
receptions along with Central CooneU, for visiting performers [photo by Romondo Davis]. 
The idea grew out of a con-
versation between Kreis and 
Mays. "The performers are, after all, 
guests at the university. A 
reception gives them a chance to 
wind down after the show and 
meet people, " Kreis said. 
Banks offe, student loans 
" I had heard about the 
strained relations between 
Council and the board last 
year," said Mays. "I didn't see 
why it should continue, so I 
decided if we cooperate to-
gether. we would aU get some-
thing out of it." 
According to Kreis, "Charlie 
just walked into my office one 
day and asked if there was 
anything he could do, as presi-
dent to help the the Program 
Board." 
"I suggested the reception 
idea and a short time later he 
came back saying everything 
was arranged," she said. 
Originally, Mays contacted 
Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman 
to present the idea. Grobman 
offered the use of his hc.use to 
hold the events. 
Part of the problem with 
attendance at shows is due to 
the student feeling threatened 
by the performer's image, said 
Kreis. 
The reception is an attempt to 
allow students to meet artists on 
a one-to-one, personal basis. 
This, she feels, will encourage 
more people to come to Board 
offerings. 
"I've had many people tell me 
they wouldn't have come to the 
show but they were invited to ' 
the reception," said Kreis. 
"This may give them a chance 
[See "Receptions," .,.e 5] 
JUST IN CASE YOU 
HAVEN'T HEARD 
WE ARE YOUR 
KIND OF STORE! 
State Treasurer James I. 
Spainhower has announced that 
22 Missouri banks participate in 
the Student Loan Time Deposit 
Program administered by his 
office. 
The program involves the de-
posit of state funds in banks that 
make federaIly insured student 
loans and meet requirements set 
forth by the state treasurer. 
Spainhower originated the sys-
tem of deposits in 1974 to ' 
encourage banks to provide fi-
nancial assistance to students 
through the Federal Insured 
Student Loan Program. 
He emphasized that his office 
is prohibited by Missouri law 
from making loans of state 
funds. An application for a loan 
to pay for higher education must 
be made at a bank, which has 
the sold authority to approve or 
refuse the application. 
Each year the state treasurer's 
office sets aside five to ten 
million dollars in state funds for 
student loan deposits in Mis-
souri banks. . 
A bank may qualify for such a 
deposit by showing proof that 40 
percent of its total deposits are 
in loans. Of that amount, one 
and a half percent of the loan 
portfolio must be in federaIly 
insured student loans. 
Spainhower said, "This plan 
continues to be attractive to 
banks that demonstrate an above 
average participation in the Fed-
eral Insured Student Loan Pro-
gram. 
"The state deposit program is 
notable for its accomplish-
ments," he said. 
" Most importantly, needy stu-
dents who desire to contribute 
. more to society are provided the 
opportunity for a higher educa-
tion," Spainhower continued. 
" Because of the increasingly 
high cost of a college education, 
that opportunity often is missed 
by many bright young adults 
who lack the financial resources 
to continue their education be-
yond high school. 
•• Another important accom-
plishment of this state deposit 
program is that it earns interest 
and provides additional revenue 
for the operation of Missouri 
government, thus helping al-
leviate the tax burden of citi-
zens," he said. 
JUNIOR AND MISSES . BRAND NAME FASH.IONS AT 
EVERYDAY 
SAVINGS OF 
UP TO 
10116 St. Charles Rock Road, St. Ann, Missouri 63074 
Phone 423-3253 
STORE HOURS 
MON. THRU SAT. 9:30 A.M . . 9:30 P.M. 
WE'VE GOT SO MUCH 
IN STORE FOR YOU! 
COME BY AND SEE 
FOR YOURSELFI' 
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editorials 
Segregation: major problem on campus 
Recent discussion of the Bakke discrimi-
nation case in California has prompted a great 
deal of discussion in the news media regarding 
the success or failure of national affirmative 
action programs. 
On a strict perceiuage basi~ UMSL Chan-
cellor Arnold B. Grobman indicated that this 
campus has been quite successful in a drive 
for equal educational opportunity. 
In the fall of 1972, seven per cent of the 
student population was black. In the fall of 
1976, black students comprised 12 .2 per cent ' 
of the student body. This year 19 per cent is 
black. 
The above figures may indicate some form 
?f "su~cess " in one particular aspect of 
lOtegratlon. If, as Chancellor Grobman 
indicates, this trend continues, the campus 
should shift its major focus of attention from 
. this area onto the much more imponant 
aspects of the question; the actual integration 
of the campus. 
Actual integration must involve a two-prong 
approach from the students and admini-
stration. 
CURRENT 
From the administration should come the 
integration of the faculty. At present 93 per 
cent of the faculty is white. According to the 
Chancellor the racial compositon of the UMSL 
fa~ul~ . does not reflect the proponion of 
mmOfltleS, or women for that matter who are 
. qualified to teach at a university. ' 
. .S.tudents hav~ the more difficult respons-
tbillty. No admmstrative fiat will force anyone 
to associate with another person on a 
meaniOgful, personal level. Such relations 
must be self-generated. 
Even the most casual observer would fmd 
the segregation of the races at UMSL very 
obvious. 
The most graphic illustrations can be seen in 
the student center and student organizations. 
An invisible line runs through the University 
Center. In the lobby one sees a preponder-
ance of black students; in the lounge, whites . 
Student groups, on the whole, perpetuate 
the separation. The split is most obvious 
among the " Greeks" with readily identifiable 
" white" and " black" fraternities and sorori-
ties. This is particularly distressing since one 
purpose of these groups is to encourage 
"brotherhood" or "sisterhood." 
The Greeks are not alone, however. Other 
racially closed groups include Central Council, 
the Minority Students Service Coalition 
(MSsq, Student Action and Involvement 
League, and most other groups. Unfortunately 
we must also include the Current in this list. 
Organizations tend to develop a type of 
"clique-ishness" which often make it difficult 
for outsiders, regardless of race to break into 
the group. If, however, the group is 
predominantly of one race, prospective mem-
bers of another race may have panicular 
problems in feeling accepted. 
This situation creates a "vicious circle. " 
White students recognize one group as 
exclusively black and make no attempt to join. 
Similarly, blacks see a white group and 
likewise refuse to make an attempt to join. 
The cycle is self-perpetuating. 
At UMSL, the problem is compounded on 
another level. 
Most white students come from a suburban, 
middle-class background. Most black students 
are from the city. 
The list of differences between the city and 
'county is long . Economic and social ine- . 
qalities between the areas account for a ' 
major part of those differences. 
On a personal level, the dissimilarities of 
background make it difficult for blacks and 
whites to relate to one another. 
Differences, as can be - amply demon-
strated, do exist. But the differences which 
are apparent are not insurmountable . One 
unique aspect of a university is the fact that 
widely varied people can be brought together 
to learn from each other. 
Students at UMSL must therefore overcome 
their prejudices if a fulftlling learning ex-
perience is to be achieved. People won' t 
overcome their prejudices if they remain 
separated. Obviously, UMSL can't eliminate 
prejudice, but cenain steps can be made to 
reduce it on campus. 
The groups which would probably be most 
effective immediately in dealing with the issue 
are Central Council and MSSC. 
The two orga:nizations have offices beside 
each other. They would be in a good position 
to sponsor discussions, dances , etc. for the 
specific purpose of getting people together. 
Both groups are probably already working 
on their own projects, but this project could 
have a very long range affect on the campus . 
There is no reason for continued separation. 
Separation breeds mistrust and prejudice. 
Hopefully, students here can lear/:! to under-
s.tand and accept one another. 
letters 
Says disco is good · 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI - ST. LOUIS..,j 
Dear Editor: sexual gymnastics that went on 
in the lounge, but suffice it to 
say that my fellow student 
managers and I knick-named the 
lounge "The UMSL Massage 
Parlor. " 
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I am tired of Mr. Obermeyer 
complaining about the disco. 
I was a student manager of 
the U. Center last spring, and it 
was one of my responsibilities to 
check the condition of the 
lounge. The crowd Mr. Ober-
meyer feels is the most desirable 
to have in the lounge left stack 
upon stack of dishes, trays , cups 
and general garbage laying all 
over the floor. The furniture 
was shoved all over the room 
(often over-turned), and it was 
more than once that 1 had to go 
in and put out fires on the rugs 
and chairs due to cigarette butts 
flicked carelessly about. 
The people were not quiet, 
but loud, and not polite, but 
brash and thoughtless. I can not 
go into much detail as to ' the 
No such problems have arisen 
with the Disco Dance. 
Now, the lounge is a part of 
the U. Center, and, as part of 
the U. Center, it is for the use of 
all UMSL students - not a click 
of people who try to claim some 
sort of squatter's rights. The 
disco is held 3 or 4 hours once a 
week and the lounge is free 95% 
of the remaining time. If there 
are some who begrudge other 
students their rightful use of the 
lounge for so short a time, I 
suggest those people take their 
playing-cards and stick them in 
their ears. 
KevIn McGrane 
Save up to 40% 
on ......... -.~ stereo geQr 
Consumer 
Audio 
at Rounder Records 
We handle all new merantz 
receivers. tuners. amp lifiers. 
tope decks. turn tables. 
~= 44~. ~ 
~~~X)( x ~~~ss 
. . 
• t 
" __ ~~~M.~" 
Capito l Drive 
St. Cha rles. m issouri 
Q46:'3131 434 -3736 
New ~o®[fofr Lunches! 
¥4 LB· BURGER liD FRIES 11.09 
¥4 LB· RIBEYE DIllER 11.59 
CHOPPED STElE SI.29 
SOUP ·IID SILID BIR 11.59 
8211 S· FLORISSII! RD· 522-0035 
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Reception------------
[from page 3] 
to see something very interest-
ing." 
The first reception seemed 
successful and plans may call for 
increasing the number of invi-
tations said Kreis. 
• 'The thing can go either 
way," said Mays. "If we can get 
money we will expand. If not, 
the first (reception) may be the 
last." /" 
Funding appears to be the 
only problem. The cost of the 
Windom reception was about 
$50. his paid for refreshments, 
rental for Casey House and the 
house's student manager's fee. 
The money was taken from 
the Program Board office bud-
get. 
"I can't afford to draw money 
out of the office budget each 
time, however. The money will 
have to come from the budget 
committee," Kreis said. 
Council is currently proposing 
AL'ESTAJEj 
SalespeopleWante,d 
:FuU or Part Time 
Will Train ! 
388-3030' 
a budget the the student affairs "We will have to identify the 
budget committee for $300. This group which might be interested 
will cover reception costs and then draw up the list," Sllid 
through May 1978. Kreis. 
"We (Council) don't have any "In this way," said Mays, 
money to provide for the re- • 'we wi11 be reaching the maxi-
ceptions," said Mays. "We mum number of students and 
thought they (the committee) encouraging more people to see 
might suggest we take the $300 ' the shows," 
from someplace else in the Kreis stated, "I really appre-
Council budget, but I don't ciate Charlie's attitude. It's re-
forsee where it would come freshing to deal with a student 
from." who asks to help and then 
The receptions wi11 be geared carries through with the idea. 
to a built-in audience. Kreis said I'm glad he's interested in doing 
the list wi11 vary according to the positive things to UMSL and 
stvl'e of the show. . with Program Board." 
Pictures being ,aken for 
student record yearbook 
This year all seniors wi11 be eligible to have their picture taken 
for the "Senior Record Yearbook." 
Nationally-known photographers will be on campus from October 
24 to October 28. 
The Senior Yearbook will include quality color portrait 
photographs and biographical information on each senior partici-
pating, as well as a general campus life recap with pictures. 
The " Record" will also include special sections dealing with the 
activities and accomplishments of each of the various majors. 
Pictures will be taken in room 238, Benton Hall. Students can 
place orders for yearbooks at a cost of $6.20 (and $1.00 mailing 
and handling charge). 
After seeing proofs, any student who wishes may purchase extra 
portraits for use as gifts or job applications. 
At the photo sessions, a drawing will be held of all participating 
seniors to give away a new 1978 RCA black and white portable 
television, free photographs and free yearbooks. 
You need not be present to win; you need only have had your 
photograph taken by the photographers. 
Appointment cards are now in the mail, and every senior will 
receive a free drawing ticket to be placed in the barrel at the photo 
sessions. 
At the close of the final day of the yearbook photo session, the 
drawings for prizes will be held. First prize is an RCA portable 
television, second prize is $50 worth of your own color photos, and 
two third prizes of free yearbooks will also be awarded. 
Central Council who is sponsoring this year's yearbook, 
encourages all seniors to take advantage of this. free opportunity to 
be included in the yearbook. 
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Thomas organizes 
IZimmerman Blues' 
Maureen Corley 
At anyone time on the UMSL 
campus, you can find the editor-
in-chief of a magazine with 
distribution on two continents 
and also someone who is asso-
ciate editor of a local comic fan 
magazine. 
Look again, and you'll find a 
student who has written for 
numerous publications and a 
person who has covered Elvis 
Presley's funeral as a member of 
the press. 
Kenn Thomas, 19-year-old 
UMSL sophomore, has done all 
of the above, and much more. 
Thomas is the newly-promoted 
editor-in-chief of "Zimmerman 
Blues," a quarterly magazine 
devoted to the life and music of 
Bob Dylan. 
Thomas describes the publi-
cation as a collection of "rare 
photos, rare interviews, and 
deep and profound wit" for 
hard-core Dylan freaks. 
Formerly an assistant editor, 
Thomas has seen the magazine 
grow from a three-page ditto to 
" Brian and 1 decided at the 
last minute to go down to 
Memphis," he continued, 
"thinking that Dylan might show 
up for the funeral, which was 
more than likely because Presley 
was a big influence on Dylan." 
"We were treated as if we 
were really big press people," 
Thomas said. "We'd take the 
business cards we had printed 
up and show them to the police 
down there, and they'd escort us 
around. " 
"We had this really brilliant 
'mission impossible' scheme 
about getting in the cemetery, 
Forest Hills," he said. "We 
entered a cemetery next to it, 
ran to the back, climbed a 
barbed-wire fence, went through 
some woods, over another fence 
and through an open field to 
where the mausoleum was. 
"We were stopped by police, 
but we showed our business 
card and got to the press box," 
Thomas said. Those " business" 
cards later gained Thomas entry 
to a press conference and a free 
meal. 
" We were stopped by police, 
but we showed our business card 
and got to the press box." 
the current issue's 20 printed 
pages. 
A relatively recent Dylan con-
vert, he first became interested 
in Dylan after the release of his 
late-1974 album "Blood on the 
Tracks. " 
Up until then, Thomas had 
been active with comic book fan 
organizations in St. Louis. He 
became associate editor of "Wi-
zard" magazine, a post he still 
holds. 
The magazine derives its title 
from Bob Dylan's real name, 
Robert Allen Zimmerman. For 
the first several issues, it was 
known as ''Talking Bob Zimmer-
man Blues, " for Dylan wrote 
several "talking blues" songs 
like "Talking John Birch 
Blues." 
" We thought he might even 
write a song about us called 
''Talking 'Talking Bob Zimmer-
man Blues' Blues," Thomas 
said. 
"Zimmerman Blues" has a 
circulation of over 2500 readers 
from coast to coast. Arrange-
ments have recently been made 
with a dealer to carry the 
magazine on West German 
stands, a move that will boost 
sales by 1000. 
Although "Zimmerman 
Blues" is based in St. Louis, it 
is not currently sold locally. 
However, subscription rates are 
available at $4.00 for fout is-
sues. 
Thomas used similar straight-
forward tactics last month when 
he met Tom Smothers backstage 
after a performance of "Play It 
Again, Sam.'" 
.. As I was leaving, people 
thought I worked there and 
asked 'Do you have the keys for 
this closet?'," Thomas said. "I 
told them 'No, but I'll go get 
them.' " 
Thomas urges all St. Louis 
Dylan fans interested in the 
magazine to write the magazine 
at 4932 Theiss Road, St. Louis, 
Mo. 63128. 
One of Thomas' most interest- 1=======::======~ ing experiences this past sum- " 
mer was seeing Elvis Presley's' 
funeral. "I don't think there's 
anything in America that hasn't 
been influenced by Elvis Presley 
in one way or another," Thomas 
said. 
Acupressure 
& 
Polarization 
Balancing the body's finer 
E ---------MJ energy fields to help relieve ...,... .~. ..... IG .... ;... · I. " discomfort and release excess PAPBS THESIS, ' stress and tension naturally. I PMl~I=.1y Typed , ' . finger pressure technique, no t::5ty. I - S.uk .. I needles. Philip Steinberg, The 
.' .~Cal tlt .. .. <~· .... , Life Enrichment Center. 427-
7l5006Ot- . .. a I 7625. 
. • .......... ~; I -_~-..-~_--.-..I! 
DYLAN DEVOTION: Keno Tbomas an UMSL sopbomore views "ZImmerman Blues" a magazine 
devoted to Bob Dylan, of w~cb he Is editor-in-chief [pboto by Debra KnOI Dlermann]. 
"Iranian's lifestyle affected by visit 
Andrea Hausmann 
Picture Iran in your mind. 
What do you see? Arid deserts? 
Oil? Camels? Sheiks? This is 
how Mehrded Kamaliazad des-
cribed Iran - his home country. 
Kamaliazad is from Tehran, 
Iran. He came to St. Louis two 
years ago to study at UMSL as 
his brother Mehran did. " I 
really love St. Louis - it's great 
dty," Kamiliazad said. . 
Kamaliazad has been to ev~ry 
single country in Europe -
except the communist countries, 
and several cities in the United 
States, including New York City 
and Chicago. 
A junior majoring in political 
science, Kamaliazad is consider-
ing going to graduate school or 
possibly law school. "I love the 
political science and economic 
departments at UMSL. The fac-
uIty is friendly and very edu-
cated. " 
Kamaliazad speaks perfect 
English. In Iran, a student must 
have six years of English in 
order to obtain a high school 
diploma. He describes Iran as a 
very "westernized" with similar 
clothes styles - blue jeans. 
Kamalizad is following his 
20th CENTURY· FOX P,esents 
brother - Mehran's footsteps. 
Mehran graduated from UMSL 
. two years ago with a degree in 
math and in history. He plans to 
start his own business. 
Kamaliazad is not sure what 
he will do when he graduates. 
He might decide to stay in the 
United States and obtain U.S. 
citizenship as his brother did or 
he .might go back to Iran and try 
to improve the country. 
He said, "Living in the United 
States really affects you -
foreign students see the high 
standards of living and take this 
with them back to their count-
ries . " 
A RICHARD ROTH Presenlalion of A FRED ZINNEMANN Film 
JANE FONDA VANESSA REDGRAVE 
L...-.--------JULlA---------I 
~l~~ring JASON ROBARDS HAL HOLBROOK 
ROSEMARY MURPHY and MAXIMILIAN SCHELl'~~hann " Directed by Produced by Screenplay by Based upon the story by 
FRED ZINNEMANN RICHARD ROTH ALVIN SARGENT LILLIAN HELLMAN 
PG PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESlfD ~ GEORGMEuSsiCDbEY LERUE PRINTS BY DelUXE t:;:\ 
....... TER ..... "'Y NOT IE SUrTAIIU FOR CMl.DfIEN /1:) 1977 20th Century-Fox L diIIJ 
OPENS THIS WEEK AT 
Sunset Hills Cinema 
around umsl 
thursday 
MEETING: Bible Study wiJI meet at 
11:40 a.m. in room ISS, University Center. 
BROWN BAG MEETING: The Women's 
Center wiJI sponsor a discussion on the 
"Self Health for WomeI!" at noon in room 
107a, Benton Hall. 
MEETING: The German Club wiJI meet 
at 12:30 p.m. in room 75, J.C. Penney. 
WORKSHOP: The Women's Center wiJI 
be sponsoring a workshop on "Female 
Sexuality" from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. in room 
107a, Benton Hall. Nancy _Hall wiJI be the 
speaker. This is the ftrst of four sessions. 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL:- UMSL chal-
lenges Flo Valley at 7 p.m. here. 
COMMUNIVERSITY: Astrology class 
wiJI meet at 8 p.m. in room 200, Clark 
Hall. 
GALLERY 210: "Carolyn Brady Water-
colors" will be open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
in room 210, Lucas Hall. 
friday 
MEETING: The Accounting Club will 
meet at 12:30 p.m. in room 222, J.C. 
Penney. Robert Reger will speak on "The 
Function of an Accounting Department in 
an Industrial Concern." 
FLICK: "The Front" will be shown at 8 
p.m. in room 101, Stadler Hall, $1 with 
UMSL ID. 
HALLOWEEN DANCE: A University 
Disco Dance wiJI be held from 8 p.m. to 
12:30 a.m. in the Snack Bar. Music ~iJI be 
provided by Streiker, $1 with UMSL ID. 
There wiJI be prizes for the best costumes, 
dance and more. 
saturday 
KWMU: At 1 a.m. KWMU will feature 
the Album of the Week. Romondo Davis 
will DJ from 11 p.m. until 3 a.m. Steve 
Pohlman will DJ from 3 a.m. to 7 a.m. (91 
FM). 
TEST: The GMAT will be given at 7:30 
a.m. in rooms 120, 211, and 201, Benton 
Hall. / 
SOCCER: UMSL vs. Western Dlinois at 
Macomb, 111. at 2 p.m. 
FLICK: "The Front" wiJI be shown at 8 
p.m. in room 101, Stadler Hall, $1 with 
UMSL ID. 
sunday 
KWMU: At 1 a.m., KWMU will feature 
Artist of the Week, Procol Harum. DJ 
Randy Thacker wiJI air from 1 a.m. to 4 
a.m. Kenn Thomas wiJI DJ from 4 a.m. to 
8 a.m. Also, " Sunday Magazine" will have 
discussions on controversial topics at 11 
p.m. 
----------,~- .. ~ ---'---. ~ -- ,. ... -. 
..' 
MURPH 'n' TU~F 
HEY,MUAPHI HOW:S THE 
PHIL. of RELIGION CLAS~ 
GOIN6) 01.0 8UODY? 
7 
Classifieds 
JOBS ON SIflPS: American. Foreign. 
No experience required. Excellent pay. 
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career. 
Send $3.00 for information SEAFAX, Dept. 
F-15 Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington 
98362. 
Thousands of used jazz and rock LP 
records for sale. Fine condition guaran-
teed. Also, science fiction and old 
commics. WUXTRY 6 So. Euclid 361-7353. 
Instant Cash: $1.00 is now being paid 
for good used LP records and tapes in fine 
condition. WUXTRY 6 So. Euclid 361-
7353. 
MATH BUMMING YOU OUT?: Ex-
perienced tutor in college algebra ' and 
calculus. S6 per hour - 2 hr. minimum. 
Call Dr. Derivative at 961-6166. 
WELL 1 r DONT 8£LIEVI! 
IN CiOO ANYHO~EI rull.F. 
LJHEP.E'S rHP PRdOP 
HE. EJ(ISTS} ANYWAY? 
HELP WANTED: American Passage, a 
nationwide marketing organization, has a 
limited number of openings for college 
students to earn an excellent part time 
income posting advertising materials on 
campus. Absolutely no selling. Write for 
details to Michael Gross, 708 Warren 
Avenue North, Seattle, WA 98109. 
HELP WANTED: Cooks, waitresses~ 
waiters, bus help wanted for Balducu's 
Winefest. 270 & Page area. Call 576-5024 
or 434-7356. 
For thesis, lectUre and publication illus-
trations, charts, graphing, mechanical and 
hand lettering, tracings, call Fine Line 
Associates, 352-5194 or 631-4464. Pro-
fessional work. 
1971 V. W. good running condition 
694-2552 (work) or 638-3265 (home). 
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Oct. 27 
-
Nov. 3 
CONCERT: UMSL Wind Ensemble will 
play in the Education Auditorium at 3 p.m. 
free. 
monday 
KWMU: The classic album presented in 
today's Relics will be "Split" by The 
Groundhogs at 1 a.m. Mike Clasen will DJ 
from midnight to 3 a.m., Dennis Sullivan 
will DJ from 3 a.m. to 6 a.m. 
FLICK: "Charly" will be shown, free at 
8:15 p.m. in the J.C. Penney Auditorium. 
~tuesday 
BOOKSALE: The University Bookstore 
will sponsor a book sale at the University 
Center lobby from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
. MEETING: Bible Study will meet at 
11:40 a.m. in room 266, University Center. 
COURSE: A course in Darkroom tech-
nique will meet at 2:30 p.m. in room 266, 
University Center. 
FLICK: "2001: A Space Odyssey" will 
be shown at 8:15 p.m. in the J.e. Penney 
Auditorium. 
wednesday 
BOOKSALE: The University Bookstore 
will sponsor a book sale at the University 
Center lobby from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
GALLERY 210: "Carolyn Brady Water-
colors" will be open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
in room 210, Lucas Hall. 
DISCO: DJ Strieker will entertain from 
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the University Center 
lounge. 
WORKSHOP: The Women's Center will 
sponsor a series of workshops beginning at 
3 p.m. in room 107a, Benton Hall. Alice 
Asline, an UMSL Counseling Psychologist, 
will speak on "Jealousy" from 3 p.m. to 5 
p.m. From 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., Donna 
Paey, a psychiatric social worker, and Alice 
Aslin will have as their topic, "Love and 
Addiction." Mary Bellow-Smith, a gradu-
ate student in clinical psychology will 
speak on "Women and Anger" from 7:30 
p.m. to 9 p.m. 
FILM: " Danger: Radioactive Waste" 
(NBC documentary presented by ACS 
student affiliates), at 4:30 p.m. in room 
401, Benton Hall. Open to everyone. 
thursday 
GALLERY 210: "Carolyn Brady Water-
colors" will be open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
in room 210, Lucas Hall. 
LECTURE: Edward Albee will speak at 
12:15 p.m. in J.C. Penney Auditorium on 
"The Playwright Versus the Th7ater." 
COMMUNIVERSITY: Metric System 
Class begins at 1:40 p.m. in room 317, 
Clark Hall. 
COMMUNIVERSITY: Astrology will 
meet at 8 p.m. in room 200, Clark Hall. 
"y 
~----------------------
CURRENT CLASSIFIEDS are &ee to UMSL students, faculty, ad 
staff. Ad coppy must be typed, and no longer than 2S words. Ads 
may be submitted either to the Current OffiCE, room 8, Blue Metal 
Building, or ~ the Information Desk In the University CeDter. 
FOR SALE: '67 Pontiac Tempest 
hardtop, air, automatic, power, 60,000 
miles. 1 owner, clean, good running V-8, 
$550. 567-441. 
FOR SALE: 1973 Nova. Stick, stereo, 
very clean, excellent MPG. $1600. 843-
9790. 
WANTED: Very hungry people to try 
the new Monday nite steak special in -the 
University Center Cafeteria: Steak, vege-
table, Salad - $2.291 4 p.m. - 7p.m. 
WANTED: Thrifty people with an 
appetite to try the new Tuesday nite 
special in the University Center Cafeteria: 
114 BBQ Chicken, Vegetable, Salad -
$1.791 4 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
TYPING SERVICE: Term ' papers, 
theses, disertations, call 423-1282 week-
days after 6:00 p.m. or Saturday/Sunday. 
REWARD: $10.00, for 1 pair of 
eyeglasses lost Friday, October 7 in men's 
restroom, 1st floor Lucas Hall. Need 
desperately, can't afford new ones. Call 
Doug at 521-7012. 
66' Mustang, 6 cyl Automatic, side 
pipes, chrome mags (slotted) L-6O's in 
back, F-78 in front . . Good paint job (blue). 
Only 68,XXX miles. Gets good gas mile-
age. Collectors item. Must sell $700 or 
best offer. Mike, 524-6840. 
FOR SALE: 1968 Volvo 1425, 4 speed, 
AM-FM tape, radial tires, good transport-
ation, $800 381-4649, Kevin. 
FOR SALE: VW Parts, fendors, hood, 
trunk, glass, valence panels, doors, seats; 
and bumpers, buy whatever you want, very 
inexpeDsive. Call after 5 p.m. 872-7818. 
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HERE ME: Steve Clark shouts to the people on the 'Way to the 
Forum' [photo by Debra Knox Delermann]. 
U Players dance and mug 
all the ~ay to the IForum' 
Maureen Corley 
Last weekend the Benton Hall Theater rocked 
with laughter as the University Players presented 
a four-night run of "A Funny Thing Happened on 
the Way to the Forum." 
Under the capable direction of Denny Bettis-
worth, UMSL's director of theater, the University 
Players sang, danced and mugged their way 
through this musical comedy loosely based on 
several plays by the ancient Roman comedy writer, 
Plautus. 
"Forum" tells the story of Psuedolus, a Roman 
slave who tried to ga1n his freedom by getting a 
girl for his master, Hero. 
Every character was well-cast in this production. 
Bill Stein was a stand-out in his portrayal of the 
scheming slave, Psuedolus. 
Sheree Compton gave a good performance in the 
ingenue role of Philea, as did Bob Blase, who 
played the love-struck Hero. 
Other notable performances included Russ 
Monkika as Senex, Margot Cavanaugh as Domina, 
his shrewish wife, Gary Sztukowki as the fanatic 
slave Hysterium, and Richard Green as Erronius. 
Also essential to the lunacy were the Proteans, 
played by Joel Bennett, Dan Karcher, and Jim 
Brickey. Throughout "Forum," the versatile trio 
added a touch of Three Stooges-type humor to this 
raucous knock-about comedy. 
The only shortcoming of the otherwise excellent 
cast was the inability of most of the players to 
carry a tune. One exception was Margot Cavan-
augh (Domina), who had a fine voice but little 
opportunity to sing. 
The 16-piece orchestra provided a pleasant 
accompaniment for the Stephen Sondheim score. 
The vocal drawback was more than compensated 
for by Yte fin.e choreography, especially during the 
opening and closing production numbers. The 
crowning glory came wIth the brilliantly choreo-
graphed chase scene near the end that involved 
the entire cast. 
Also deserving praise were the colorful cos-
tumes and the functionally effective sets. 
A humorous blending of appealing and appal-
ling, bawdy and gaudy, "A Funny Thing 
Happened on the Way to the Forum" was an 
outstanding effort for the beginning of the 
University Players 1977-78 season. 
Their next production will be "A Delicate 
Balance" to be presented December 2-4. 
William Windom rides 
second Thurber carnival 
Elliot I. Leon, DDS 
announces the opening of his 
office ~Qr the practice of 
general Dentistry Lucy Zapf 
During the last few years one 
of the most prevalent trends in 
the theater is the one-man show. 
Here are the two stytes for these 
productions. In one the actor 
becomes the person he is por-
traying and the audience is iii 
awe of the character. 
Sometimes an actor puts to-
gether a show which does not 
require him to be that person. 
Rather, he can relate to the 
audience what his character was 
about without actually having to 
"Become" the character. 
The latter type of one man 
show is how William Windom 
performed Thurber 11 at UMSL's 
J.C. Penney Auditorium last 
Friday night. Windom appears 
on stage not to be James Thur-
ber, but to do some of Thurber's 
works in a manner which Thur-
ber himself would have done 
them. 
To many, the name Thurber 
brings back nothing more than 
vague memories of "The Secret 
Life of Walter Mitty" from high 
school English class. But Win-
dom has put together a new 
show after the success of Thur-
ber I, which was presented at 
UMSL last yea~ Aside from all 
new stories, the new production 
also includes slides of some of 
the numerous cartoons he did 
while working for "The New 
Yorker." 
The slides were flashed on a 
screen on stage while Windom 
read the titles. The drawings are 
nice additions to the play since 
they are so much a part of 
Thurber's works. 
During one series of cartoons, 
Windom managed to bring the 
humor close to home. The slides 
portrayed a man and woman 
caught in a compromising posi-
tion by another woman. Win-
dom's titles for these consisted 
of the line "A pc.nny for your 
thou.lhts, Chanct:llor Grobman, 
Dr. Wolfe," and other campus 
fi~ures names were inserted. 
Not all the stories during the 
evening were funny, nor were 
they meant to be. Thurber, 
besides being a humorist was 
along among the writers and 
reporters who started in the 
early days of "The New York-
er." Windom chose to read a 
report from a 1928 issue of the 
magazine's "Talk of the Town" 
section. Definitely not a gossip 
column, the title related to the 
feel of the crowd who gathers to 
watch a dirigiblp. that is dam-
a2ed land or crash. 
Windom's reading of these 
was indicative of his ability as 
an actor . And his ability is out-
standing. With a background in 
live theater of fifteen years, 
Windom has film credits starred 
in two television series. The first 
almost forgotten , "Farmer's 
Daughter." His second series 
lead to his present production. 
"My World and Welcome to It" 
was one of those critically ac-
claimed successes which did not 
make the rating game and went 
off after one season. But not 
before Windom picked up an 
Emmy for his portrayal of Thur-
ber. 
Based on his stage perform-
ance , he deserves the award. 
The humorous portions of the 
play are done in that off-hand 
manner with just the right 
amount of gestures and looks to 
enhance the material. 
Especially worth noting is the 
reading of some useless and 
ridiculous statements collected 
by Thurber. Lines like, "there 
are no pianos in Japan," and 
"generals are afraid of their 
daughters." The explanations 
which follow are great. 
On the serious' side, Windom 
has managed to capture Thur-
ber's insight into suburban Am-
erica. lt does not matter that the 
stories were written years ago. 
The author's works are still 
real events that often happen. 
Small events , like making eye 
contact with someone who wants 
to talk and then ignoring it. 
lt is these small occurences 
that Thurber wrote about. 
Things that are so small, but are 
[See "Windom," page 9] 
THEN AGAIN IT MAY NOT: WUllam Windom plays Thurber,[photo 
by Debra Knox Delemann]. 
Beverly Hills Medical Arts Bldg. 
7150 NaturalBridge Rd 
Saint Louis, MO 83121 
office hours by appt 383 .. 8000 
r--
all fees are reasonable 
Saint Louis University 
School 01 Law 
20th Annual 
Pre-Law Conference 
Saturday, November 5, 1977 
9:30am .. 4:00pm 
Carlo Auditorium .. Tegeler Hall 
3550 LindeU· Blvd . . 
AU Students invited to attend 
!~ 
Express you rself 
with a letter 
J t.o the editor · 
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Lorreto-Hilton opens with IMacbet I 
Tom OUv. 
The Lorreto-Hilton opened its 
season Oct. 14 with Shake-
speare 's traditionally popular, 
"Macbeth. " The play was gen-
erally very good and the indi-
vidual performers were also 
noteworthy. 
William Darnell was excellent 
in his portrayal of the moral-
ridden Macbeth. Darnell was 
consistently strong and, whether 
intended or not. left the realistic 
impression of being a good, 
although unpolished king. 
Clyde Burton as Banquo was 
also very plausible in his role as 
Macbeth's faithful companion. 
Lady Macbeth , (Joan Matth-
iessen) worked pretty well when 
she was with her husband, but 
alone was usually qnspectacular. 
One exception was the candle 
scene, where she was very good. 
The three witches were uni-
maginably gross in their appear-
ances, which was good, but their 
over-emphasized actions, 
mumbling of lines, and poor 
choreography in ge.neral and in 
the cauldron scene in particular 
all smacked of amateurism. 
Macduff was surprising. Jo-
neal Joplin is supposed to be a 
wise and learned actor but his 
big scene, where he learned that 
his family had been killed, was 
unplausible, unemotional and 
dragged terribly. 
He improved in the final 
battle scenes, but he was not the 
impressive hero he should have 
been, causing the final scene 
where he confronts Macbeth, to 
lose almost all of its intended 
magnitude. 
Robert Spencer, who played 
Malcolm, was another alledged 
hero. It's a good thing I had 
read the tragedy, because I 
wouldn't have been able to tell. 
He was unroyal, spontaneous, 
un calculating and unplausible. It 
seemed he was too busy jump-
ing around to have actually 
given any serious thought to his 
plan. 
Lady Macduff (Pat Ball) and 
son of Macduff (Gentry Sayad) 
did well in their roles although 
their particular scene was made 
to appear more important than it 
really was. 
The porter, Brendan Burke, 
was very good in his brief. comic 
scene. 
The setting, designed by 
Grady Larkins, was very impres-
sive and conformed well to every 
scene, from bed chamber to 
battleground. 
And how funny it was to see 
the characters holding those 
clumsy swords with two hands 
and accidentally hitting the 
scenery and each other with 
them . 
The play looked rushed when 
characters ran off stage still 
breezing through their lines, 
trying to make up for MacduW"s 
dragging but, in general was 
well worth seeing. 
MVindonn------~-------
(from page 8J 
remembeored for so long. Win-
dom's presentation of these 
work!' will make them re-
membered even longer. 
There is just the right voice 
inflection and the correct angle 
of the head. Windom brings 
little things that happend to 
Thurber, and that happen to all 
of us, to a real presences and a 
greater understanding on stage. 
Windom is not Thurber the 
way Whitmore is Truman; over-
bearing and omnipresent. Win-
dom brings Thurber down or up 
to the level of a friend or 
acquaintance who had some 
good stories. 
RR EDERIRIi . _1m 
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WEDNESDAY) NOVEMBER 23 
8:30 PM 
J.C. PENNEY AUDITORIUM 
TICKETS: 
$3.50 UMSL Students 
$5.00 Faculty & Staff 
$6.00 Public 
ADVANCE TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY CENTRE INFORMATION DESK. 
PRESENTED BY THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD, SUBSIDIZED WITH STUDENT 
ACTIVITY FUNDS. 
I 
